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The City of Albany take delivery of a Noremat Magistra Visiobra M61T

to be used for general roadside maintenance with grass cutting and pruning of scrub regrowth.

The NOREMAT MAGISTRA VISIOBRA M61T Reach Mower
A STEP AHEAD OF THE COMPETITION
Why are many reach/boom mower owners changing to the Noremat Magistra Visiobra M61T? Could it be
because of the following STANDARD features?
Digital Electric Proportional Control, single joystick
Sliding Armrest on controls for operator comfort
Electronic Sustentation allows operator to concentrate more on the safe tractor operation
Offset Pivot Point of the main arm to the right hand side of the tractor improves tractor stability and tyre wear costs
Reversing Shock Absorber/Breakaway protects the noremat machine in the event of an erroneous maneuver
The Visiobra Concept gives perfect vision for the operator with the road and the mowing head in the same field of vision
Rotor Stop  Within 3 seconds of switching the rotor off or hitting the emergency STOP button
Closed Circuit Piston Hydraulics ensures constant high power for operating in all conditions
Safety AntiTipping Device  To prevent the arm tipping due to its own weight when it passes the vertical position
Dual Pressure Breakaway with auto arm return to work ensures maximum machine safety and operator comfort
Arm Float  With the float on the arm is free to move to absorb the unevenness of the ground without operator input
Oil Cooler  14.5kw capacity including easily removable screen for cleaning
Quick Coupling for attachments allows for easy changing
Cutting Head Float  Unique float system allows control over the head angle while float is switched on
BiDirectional Rotor Rotation
Heavy Duty Unibroyeur 1250 cutter head with Rolmax/forest rotor option
Integrated tool box for grease guns etc.
Noremat 5point axle mount quick linkage with articulated top link bracket

Compare what you are using now.

Our competitive pricing includes delivery, fitting and training wherever you
are in Australia.

are in Australia.

Call the reach mower professionals.

StockerCrew distributes all manner of
machinery for Vegetation and Grass
Maintenance, Tool Carrier Tractors,
Front PTO & 3 Point Lifters for
Agricultural Tractors, Switching cooling
fans and other accessories /
implements.

(02) 4954 8900
sales@stockercrew.com.au

Follow us on:

Google Plus

PO Box 203, Warners Bay
NSW, 2282

Facebook
Twitter

Our primary regard is quality; an
element essential to the long term
success of our competitive position,
reputation and customer satisfaction.

YouTube
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